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Committed to Aboriginal and Northern learners
University College of the North (UCN) offers students quality education… certificates, diplomas and
degrees. It’s all within reach and within our region.
Over 278 qualified faculty, staff and Elder services provide the best of instruction and support for 2168
students. Campuses are located in The Pas and Thompson, and programs and services are delivered through
our network of Regional Centres in 12 northern communities.
A new world of opportunity is available in the North for those who strive to learn, work and succeed!

The Pas Campus
7th and Charlebois, The Pas, Manitoba R9A 1M7
Phone:
204.627.8500
Toll-Free:
1.866.627.8500
Thompson Campus
504 Princeton Drive, Thompson, Manitoba R8N 0A5
Phone:
204.677.6450
Toll-Free:
1.866.677.6450
Regional Centres
Bunibonibee Cree Nation (Oxford House), Chemawawin Cree Nation (Easterville), Churchill, Flin Flon, Mathias
Colomb First Nation (Pukatawagan), Misipawistik Cree Nation (Grand Rapids), Nisichawayasihk Cree Nation
(Nelson House), Norway House Cree Nation, Pimicikamak Cree Nation (Cross Lake),
St. Theresa Point First Nation, Swan River, Tataskweyak Cree Nation (Split Lake)
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Message from the
Governing Council Chair
This 2007-08 Annual Report offers another marker as UCN continues its journey to ensure quality postsecondary education for the north, in the north, and by the north. It is important to celebrate our
accomplishments and then set our sights higher as we move on to the next challenge.
Maintaining accessibility to post-secondary education is an important issue for northern Manitoba but
we must also commit to ensuring we have leading faculty, modern equipment and facilities, quality
student services, and an enhanced student experience. UCN will continue to impact northern Manitoba
with its leadership, independent critical thinking and awareness of its social and environmental
responsibilities. UCN will build on its successes to create an academically strong, student-centred
learning environment for the North and for Manitoba.
We will grow, not only in terms of students, but in the development of unique programs, landmark
research, and new initiatives. No matter the size, whether large or small, UCN will always recognize the
inherent value of our students, faculty, and professional and support staff... all of whom are the very
foundation of this institution.
The Governing Council is grateful to all ... be it students, faculty, staff, alumni, or friends of the
institution ... who have worked beside us and with us, as we continue the pursuit of excellence and
originality.
Mr. Lorne Keeper, Chair
Governing Council
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Message from the President

The 2007-08 Annual Report demonstrates our continued growth into a university college. As UCN
moves forward, our focus has been on increasing accessibility to post-secondary education in Northern
Manitoba for all people. As the University College of the North has come into its fourth year as the
newest post-secondary institution in Manitoba, we have successfully created fertile ground for growth
as a stellar comprehensive institution.
While continually meeting the opportunities that coincide with this level of growth and change, we have
delicately balanced our development with sustainability, program outcomes assessment, and evaluation/
adaptation of new programs to meet the needs of our communities, industry partners, and learners. As
our immediate catchment area encompasses 175,000 square miles, UCN’s administration, staff and
faculty travel many miles and work hard to establish ongoing partnerships with chiefs and councils,
Métis leaders and communities, northern industries and businesses, and local governments and citizens.
This past year we have made major progress alongside the provincial government with planning of our
capital projects including the new campus in Thompson and the major expansion and renovation to The
Pas Campus. We intend to see ground breaking in the near future.
In reorganizing the UCN Academic structure, we have selected three new deans in the areas of Student
Development, Health Studies, and Education. This has allowed us the capacity to expand our student
development strategy which focuses on meeting the needs of northern learners, including a retention
strategy for current students. The demand for teachers and professionals in health care has positioned us
to provide opportunities for adult learners and sequential learners to stay at or close to home while
developing their future careers.
We have made great strides in developing our applied and community-based research agendas which
will advance the development of an Aboriginal and Northern Research Centre. Further, we have laid
groundwork for the Bachelor of Science programs and for the Centre for Aboriginal Languages. In
spite of real spatial constraints at both The Pas and Thompson Campuses, the UCN Library and
Instructional Services area has aggressively expanded acquisitions of print and non-print materials, as
well as additional electronic resources to be available to UCN learners and faculty at both of our
campuses as well as our Regional Centres.
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As part of our commitment to community-based delivery, UCN has prioritized work with our Regional
Centres and surrounding communities to ensure delivery of contract training that addresses their stated
needs. Along with the work in community-based services we have expanded our trades and
apprenticeship delivery in 2007-08 in order to meet the high demand for talented and skilled labourers in
order to meet the market needs of the North, the Province of Manitoba, and across Canada.
With the passing of each academic year, UCN makes great progress in developing student bursaries and
scholarships as well as providing more opportunities for students to complete their educational goals.
Most importantly, we have placed an emphasis on meeting the needs of our students demographically,
academically, socially, and transitionally.
In closing, attaining the goals of our vision and mission requires input from all of our stakeholders, as
well as our faculty and staff. Our tri-councils have worked diligently to establish a governance structure
for UCN that sets the University College of the North apart from other post-secondary institutions.
I personally want to welcome and thank everyone for being “On the Path to the Future – Realizing
Northern Opportunities and Dreams” with UCN.

Denise K. Henning, Ph.D.
President and Vice-Chancellor
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Council of Elders
Mrs. Stella Neff
Chair
Mrs. Stella Neff – Misipawistik Cree Nation (Grand Rapids)
Elders
Mrs. Theresa Bighetty – Mathias Colomb First Nation (Pukatawagan)
Mrs. Mabel Bignell – Opaskwayak Cree Nation
Mr. Ted Chartrand – The Pas
Mr. Nicholas Halcrow – Pimicikamak Cree Nation (Cross Lake)
Mrs. Martha Jonasson – Wabowden
Mr. John Martin – UCN Resident Elder – The Pas Campus
Mrs. Madeleine Spence – Nisichawayasihk Cree Nation (Nelson House)
Mr. Wellington Spence – Nisichawayasihk Cree Nation (Nelson House)
Mr. Ralph Thomas – Chemawawin Cree Nation (Easterville)
Mrs. Emma Jane Wood – Garden Hill
Elders are respected and honoured by their communities for their
spirituality, wisdom, strong intelligence, knowledge, life experiences,
and teachings. Utilizing the seven sacred teachings of the Original
peoples (wisdom, love, respect, courage, humility, honesty, and truth)
guides UCN.
Elders have a deep understanding of people and communities. Elders are
recognized for their gifts, their love and knowledge of the land and the
language, and for their knowledge of traditions. Within UCN, Elders are
role models, resources, and advisors, providing guidance and support to
students, staff, and administration. They are ambassadors for UCN in the
larger community.
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Governing Council

Chancellor
Mr. Ovide Mercredi
Chair
Mr. Lorne C. Keeper
Vice-Chair
Dr. Laara Fitznor
Ovide Mercredi

President & Vice-Chancellor
Dr. Denise K. Henning
Council Members
Appointed by Government
Mr. Mike Bignell
Ms. Harmony Dumas
Mr. Tom Goodman
Ms. Bev Fontaine
Ms. Sharon McKay
Mr. Mike Pulak
Mrs. Ana Rodriguez
Mr. William Schaffer
Appointed by UCN Governing Council
Mr. John Solomon
Ms. Judy Mayer
Selected by UCN Staff and Faculty
Ms. Lily Peters
Mr. Brian Roque
Dr. Maureen Simpkins
Council of Elders Representative
Mrs. Martha Jonasson, Elder
Learning Council Representative
Dr. Peter Geller
Student Council Representative
Ms. Catherine Spence
UCN Tri-Council Executive Officer
Ms. Judith R. Elaschuk
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Learning Council
Chancellor
Mr. Ovide Mercredi
President & Vice-Chancellor
Dr. Denise K. Henning
Chair
Dr. Peter Geller, Dean of Arts
Dr. Peter Geller

Governing Council Representative
Dr. Laara Fitznor
Council of Elders Representative
Mr. Ralph Thomas
Vice-Presidents
Mr. Konrad Jonasson, VP Community-Based Services
Dr. Kathryn McNaughton, VP Academic & Research
Deans
Dr. Selvin Peter, Dean of Trades & Technology
Student Representatives
Mr. Christopher Hersak, Bachelor of Nursing Program
Mr. Garry McIvor, Prep for Health Careers Program
University Faculty
Ms. Sandra Barber, Bachelor of Arts
Dr. Peter Cole, Bachelor of Arts
Ms. Bijou Howatt, Bachelor of Nursing
Ms. Donna Kozun, Bachelor of Nursing
Dr. Scott MacAulay, Sociology
Ms. Sharon McLeod, Aboriginal Self-Government Admin.
Ms. Cindy Nordick, Bachelor of Nursing
Mr. David Williamson, Bachelor of Arts
College Faculty
Ms. Barb Carlson, Early Childhood Education
Ms. Patty Klimchuk, Dental Assisting
Ms. Michelle Logeot, Computer Systems Technology
Ms. Terralyn McKee, Early Childhood Education
Mr. Alan McLauchlan, Law Enforcement
Mr. Cam Menard, Computer Systems Technology
Mr. Roland Misling, Industrial Mechanical
Ms. Brenda Wasylik, Health Care Aide
Academic Advisor / Counselor
Ms. Jackie Fitzpatrick
Ex-Officio Members
Ms. Carol Girling, Registrar
Ms. Linda Melnick, Director of Academic Development
Mr. Alfred McDonald, Dean of Access
Mr. Rob Penner, Dean of Health & Applied Science
Ms. Connie Pringle, Dean of Business
Dr. Stan Gardner, Dean of Library & Instructional Services
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About University College of the North
The University College of the North (UCN), in its fourth year as Manitoba’s newest post-secondary
institution, has experienced much growth over the 2007-2008 academic year.
UCN’s Governing Council Ends Statements are:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Knowledgeable, Empowered People and Communities;
Respect for Aboriginal Cultures and Identities and for Diversity;
Research Capacity Developed for the North;
An Educated Populace for Social and Economic Development of the North;
Accessible, Equitable, Affordable, and Relevant Further Education Where People Live.

The University College of the North offers students quality education, certificate courses, diplomas and
degrees close to home. It’s all within reach and within our region.
Over 278 qualified faculty, staff and Elder services provide the best of instruction and support for 2168
students. UCN has two main campuses in The Pas and Thompson as well as 12 regional Centres in
Churchill, Tataskweyak Cree Nation (Split Lake), Nisichawayasihk Cree Nation (Nelson House),
Mathias Colomb First Nation (Pukatawagan), Flin Flon, Bunibonibee Cree Nation (Oxford House),
Pimicikamak Cree Nation (Cross Lake), Norway House Cree Nation, St. Theresa Point First Nation,
Misipawistik Cree Nation (Grand Rapids), Chemawawin Cree Nation (Easterville), Swan River (shared
with Assiniboine Community College, Campus Manitoba and Swan Valley School Division),
A new world of opportunity is available in the North for those who strive to learn, work, and succeed!
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Mission Statement
Northern communities and people will have opportunities, knowledge and skills to contribute to an
economically, environmentally, and culturally healthy society that is inclusive and respectful of diverse
Northern and Aboriginal values and beliefs.

Values
The University College of the North seeks to create a sense of community in which staff and students
value excellence, fairness, honesty, integrity, tolerance, respect, and service. We believe our operations
must be aligned with the principles of justice, respect for others and responsible care. The University
College of the North values academic freedom, equity, and diversity. We strive to create a culture of
open communication, shared decision making, and equity of opportunity. We believe in the transforming
effects of education and that we have a leadership role to play in the human resource development of the
people of northern Manitoba.

Guiding Principles
The following guiding principles serve as the foundation for the Strategic Plan for the University
College of the North (UCN):
That UCN be learner-centred with the interests of the students placed above all others in order to
support their growth through life’s journey;
That UCN be characterized by a culture of respect, openness, inclusiveness, and acceptance;
That UCN reflects the Aboriginal reality and cultural diversity of the North;
That Elder involvement is respected throughout;
That UCN be dedicated to community and northern development in the widest sense: cultural,
economic and environmental;
That UCN be regionally and community-based, adopting innovative curriculum design and delivery
to serve a vast territory;
That UCN have a strong labour market focus.
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Vision Statement
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Governance
The University College of the North operates within a tri-cameral system that includes the Governing
Council, Council of Elders, and the Learning Council, all of which are mandated by the UCN Act.
The Governing Council is comprised of 20 members from locations as far south as Winnipeg to as far
north as Thompson and areas in between. The membership provides a wide representation of industry,
secondary and post-secondary education, northern and southern communities, the Council of Elders,
Learning Council, and UCN faculty and students.
The Council of Elders consists of 16 members representing the Aboriginal communities of Cross Lake,
Easterville, God’s Lake Narrows, Grand Rapids, Island Lake, St. Theresa Point, Lac Brochet, Nelson
House, Norway House, Oxford House, Pukatawagan, Split Lake, The Pas, Thompson, and Wabowden.
The composition of the Learning Council is made up of 29 members and includes representation from
the college and university faculty, academic administration, academic resources, academic services,
student body, the Governing Council and the Council of Elders.
Some of the key activities undertaken by the tri-councils this academic year included…
The visioning activities overseen by the Governing Council, which included contributions from the
Learning Council, Council of Elders, faculty and staff to form the vision for UCN (included on page
11 of this report).
The installation of UCN’s first Chancellor – Ovide Mercredi.
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The establishment of the Realizing Northern Opportunities and Dreams Campaign to raise
awareness of and contributions towards UCN.
The annual retreat held in June and hosted by the Governing Council that included the Learning
Council, Council of Elders, and UCN faculty and staff. The theme for the retreat focused on
opportunities and challenges in relation to the Ends.
The involvement of the Council of Elders in ongoing activities of UCN has included, but was not
limited to, representation on the Learning and Governing Councils, as well as the standing
committees of the Learning Council and selection committees for UCN positions; providing
guidance on new academic programs such as the Kenanow Bachelor of Education program, new
curriculum, academic guidelines and policy, affiliations and partnerships, research & ethics
guidelines; and participating in conferences such the Aboriginal Social Justice Symposium,
Northern Voices Northern Realities, and UCN’s Linkages Conference.
The Learning Council worked diligently this year to finalize its rules of governance and the terms of
reference for its standing committees allowing it to move forward with a comprehensive academic
governance structure, diploma, and degree programs.
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Administration - Operations and Infrastructure
The University College of the North has been working in collaboration with the Provincial Government
on the planning and pre-design phase of the expansion and renovation to The Pas Campus and the
development of a new campus in Thompson. Many partnerships have been forged with community
government leaders such as Mayors and Councils, Chiefs and Councils and with major governance
structures such as Manitoba Keewatinook Ininew Okimowin and the Northern Manitoba Roundtable.
Linking with our Northern partners is in keeping with the UCN commitment to respecting community
knowledge and values, acknowledges the vital role of business partners in the development of UCN and
the role of UCN as the catalyst for economic and social change.
The Strategic priorities identified by UCN in the area of Operations and Infrastructure Development are:
Replacement of the Thompson campus facility – site analysis, functioning programming and
pre-design work is underway. The construction start is tentatively scheduled for spring 2011.
Capital enhancements/renovations of The Pas Campus – the functional programming will
determine the space requirements for the planned renovation and expansion. The construction
start date is tentatively scheduled for fall, 2010.
The redevelopment of both campuses is managed as one project, with design and construction
developing concurrently.
Minister of Advanced Education and Literacy established a UCN Redevelopment Steering
Committee, chaired by the Deputy Minister, and whose mandate is to provide oversight and
direction for the redevelopment of the University College of the North.
Indicators for improving accessibility to the UCN academic programs highlighted the need for
student housing and childcare services. Working with the Minister of Housing and Childcare,
UCN sourced $4.8 million for Thompson and $4.2 million for the development of affordable
housing for UCN students. The housing projects are currently being designed and construction
is scheduled for 2009.
UCN has initiated the design phase of a $2 million Childcare Centre in Thompson and a $2
million Childcare Centre in The Pas. Both facilities will be designed for 70 children and will
include Learning Labs to support the academic programs of Education, Nursing, Dental
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Assisting and Early Childhood Education. UCN has received $100,000 Provincial funding to
date and will be undertaking a capital campaign to source additional funds.
It is incumbent upon UCN to provide and maintain the existing learning and administration
environments which support a clean, safe, welcoming atmosphere and is respectful of the
diverse population we serve. The Workplace Safety and Health Committee has been revitalized
to ensure the workplace and learning environment of staff and students is safe and that a
comprehensive Safety Management System is established. Related to safety , an Emergency
Measures Plan is in progress and will define the measures that must be adhered to in the event
of a critical incident.
A Policy Committee has been established to review and revise policies and procedures to reflect
the transition from a college to a university and to be current with social and economic change
in the region.
The Communication Strategy was developed and is being further refined. The development of
policy around communication protocols, logo, branding and media relations will support the
implementation of the strategies.
The University College of the North is committed to creating and maintaining environments that respect
diversity, professionalism, wellness and human dignity. UCN is promoting an institutional culture which
values the contribution of all who enter our path.

Information Technology
The University College of the North service area includes all of the geographic land mass north of the
53rd parallel. Distributed learning technologies, including videoconferencing and Internet-based
delivery, are essential to University College of the North to ensure access to education throughout
northern Manitoba.
UCN was given $1 million in the 2007-08 fiscal year to upgrade the electronic infrastructure. This is
one-time money and has resulted in significant upgrades to the UCN electronic infrastructure at all
locations.
The IT Division now supports 979 computers, 160 printers and 76 servers in 15 locations.
In 2007-08 the Information Technology Division:
Installed new electronic infrastructure in the community of Oxford House, Grand Rapids, and
Pukatawagan.
Moved the electronic infrastructure in Easterville to a new location within the community.
Installed a new computer lab in St. Theresa Point’s centre.
Installed new servers in Norway House, Cross Lake, Split Lake, Churchill, Flin Flon, and
Easterville.
Installed videoconferencing facilities in Cross Lake, Split Lake, and Easterville.
Worked with Grand Rapids in planning a new building to house the UCN Regional Centre.
Continues to work with Merlin, the PDN, and Manitoba Network Task Force to upgrade UCN’s
communications links.
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Upgraded the licenses for the Elluminate software used to hold classes over the Internet at
multiple locations simultaneously.
Purchased the equipment necessary for the Disaster Recovery plan.
The IT Division has improved access to electronic library holdings as follows:
When UCN has the appropriate licenses, materials are converted to an appropriate format if
necessary and loaded onto UCN servers. The materials are then made available to authorized
patrons electronically.
When material is held electronically on a vendor’s server, the IT division provides electronic
gateways to authorized patrons.
Through these upgrades and enhancements UCN continues to build a strong and stable infrastructure.
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Finance
The Finance Division of the University College of the North (UCN) includes the following departments:
Finance, Purchasing, Bookstore, Cafeteria and Janitorial.

Finance
The Finance Department consists of ten staff members. The team is lead by the Chief Financial Officer.
This very capable team oversees all financial processes at UCN. The Finance team provides support for
all initiatives through purchases, payments, receipts, reports, monitoring budgets, program costing,
reporting to the Governing Council through the Finance Committee, governmental reporting, and other
financial requirements. The Finance Department has made great efforts over the 2007-08 academic year
to streamline the financial processes across UCN. All members of the Finance team are engaging in
training to ensure efficiency with these processes.

Purchasing
The Purchasing Department consists of 2.75 positions and is responsible for all purchasing, shipping and
receiving activities within UCN. Also, managed from this area are the tendering processes and renewal
of contracts.

Bookstore
Within the Bookstore there are 2.25 positions. The Bookstore promotes UCN through the sale of
promotional products and books; and ensures the UCN community is aware of special events occurring
on campus. The staff are sensitive to the needs of our learners and continue to increase the availability
of culturally sensitive material. The Bookstore makes use of the UCN web portal to promote and market
its products.

Cafeteria
The Cafeteria staff consists of four members including the Cafeteria Supervisor and three cooks. The
Cafeteria provides a work experience atmosphere for the Commercial Cooking students each year.
Along with the regular duties associated with the Cafeteria, the staff are very diligent in ensuring that
catering needs for special events and meetings are met. In addition to the Commercial Cooking
students, the cafeteria also employs individuals to ensure smooth and efficient operations.

Janitorial
This team is lead by the Janitorial Supervisor and is supported by the Maintenance and Garden Worker
and five Building Service Workers. The Janitorial staff are responsible for maintaining and cleaning the
campus facilities and grounds to ensure we are presenting the very best impression of our campus.
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Operational Results
Provided here, is a brief review and analysis of the University College's operational results and financial
position for the year ended June 30, 2008. UCN’s financial statements are subject to audit by the Office
of the Auditor General of the Province of Manitoba and are included in this Annual Report.
As a result of new programming and additional enrolments at University College of the North, our
tuition revenue within the core-funded programs increased by 17%. UCN also experienced a 13%
increase in tuition revenue from the Continuing Education initiatives. In 2007-08, the University
College received one-time funding for information technology at UCN.

Revenues UCN Fund 2007/08
1%
1%
Grants

3%
5%

Market driven training

7%

Tuition and student fees
9%
Ancillary sales and services
Other revenue
Investment income

74%

Amortization of contributions
related to capital assets

Given the developmental nature of UCN’s current growth, the limited funding increases, capital grant
freeze and the tuition freeze has created many challenges in delivering the scope of programming
required to meet the diverse needs of our northern and Aboriginal learners.
UCN’s Market Driven Training Department has seen a very prosperous year in 2007-08 with an increase
of 72.4% in gross revenue. This department had a net increase of 17.6%.

Market Driven Training

2007-08

2006-07

Revenues

$2,911,782

$1,688,606

Expenditures

2,701,736

1,509,936

Net Income

$ 210,046

$ 178,670
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In 2007-08, Ancillary Sales and Services experienced increases over the 2006-07 fiscal year in sales/
revenues in all three areas. These increases were as follows:
Cafeteria 32.3%
Residence 30.3%
Bookstore 8.6%
The increased costs associated with the growth in revenues are reflected in the expenditures.
Expenditures are grouped by function and shown in the following graph:

Expenditures by Function UCN Fund 2007/08
1%

Academic

3%
5%

Administration

0%

8%

Program Support
38%

9%

Plant
Market Driven Training
Information Services

9%

Ancillary Sales and Services
Library
12%

Continuing Education

15%

Other
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Academic Programs
The UCN Academic Division, in collaboration with the wider community, prepares individuals to
become productive, knowledgeable and skillful citizens informed by the best practices in their field of
study. Programs embrace a philosophy of life-long learning which supports the development of
reflective, ethical and culturally-sensitive individuals. This reflects the mandate of the University
College of the North which recognizes the need for a learner-centred approach that is sensitive and
responsive to community needs. Faculty and students are engaged in study, work experiences, and
scholarly activities which advance knowledge, support enhanced practice, and maintain a high level of
currency within programs.
The university college identifies seven core values:
justice
respect
generosity
excellence and education
honesty and integrity
privacy
stewardship
Within the Academic Division, these values are reflected in programs which involve students in
carefully planned and implemented learning experiences, opportunities to practice skills in supervised
practicum settings, and involve students as participants in service and research opportunities. Laddered
programs within the School encourage learners to move from a certificate to a diploma in Early
Childhood Education, for example. The development of new programs within the Academic Division
has been informed by a need to be responsive to the community. Each of the programs in the Academic
Division is encouraged to have a program advisory committee which ensures that curriculum, delivery
and content continues to meet the needs of the specific area. We are accountable to our community
through the quality of our graduates, our continued linkages with partner groups, and the relationships
that have been forged through community-related activities.
The core activities of the Academic Division focus on the provision of a wide variety of programs at the
pre-entry, certificate, diploma and degree levels. Within the planning cycle represented in this document,
increased attention will be paid to service opportunities (both internal and external to UCN), scholarly
activity (teaching faculty) and student research opportunities.

Faculty of Arts
A number of exciting developments have occurred during 2007-2008 that affect the Faculty of Arts and
Science. The Bachelor of Education degree program was approved by the Learning Council and the
Council on Post-Secondary Education. It began enrolling students for the Fall semester of 2008. It is
incumbent upon the Arts faculty to offer courses that will serve the needs of these future teachers. Thus,
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we increased our offerings in English, History, and Sociology. It is our plan to introduce majors in these
subjects in the near future. We have begun working with the Dean of Education on a general science
major that would enhance the teaching of science and mathematics in the elementary and middle years
of schooling.
Both the Learning Council and the Governing Council approved a new academic structure, the Faculty
of Arts and Science with four area Chairs (Aboriginal and Northern Studies, Humanities, Social
Sciences, and Sciences). In addition, the programs in Law Enforcement and Natural Resources
Management Training were placed under the Dean of the Faculty of Arts and Science.
In addition to course offerings in The Pas and Thompson, faculty taught arts courses in Nelson House,
Norway House, Pukatawagan, and Cranberry Portage. We utilized both face to face and distance
delivery.

Curriculum Development
The faculty has been very busy creating curricula that will meet the needs of Aboriginal and northern
peoples. Approximately ten new courses have been approved by the Learning Council in the areas of
Humanities and Social Sciences. Some of these courses are directly focused on providing major and
minor “teachables” for the B.Ed. degree. Others are designed to offer northern students more choice and
flexibility in their post-secondary studies.

International Participation
A number of faculty members are establishing contacts with colleagues in other universities and
research institutes. Maureen Simpkins and Sue Matheson met with colleagues at the University of
Tromso in Norway and discussed their programs with the Sami, an indigenous people in Norway.
Samuel Veissière is establishing relationships with a number of New Zealand research organizations and
universities that have developed very successful programs with the Maori. John Minnis will be
travelling to New Zealand on a research/study leave from January to June 2009.

Scholarly Activity
Our faculty members were very active as researchers and scholars. They gave papers here at the
Aboriginal and Northern Studies conference in May in Thompson. As well, they were participants in
conferences in Finland, Norway, New Zealand, the United States, and other provinces within Canada.
Peter Cole continued his research on “Regenerating lower Stl’atl’imx knowings and practices” in British
Columbia. He is currently the holder of a three-year Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council
of Canada grant.
The Faculty of Arts and the Council of Elders ran a very successful Aboriginal and Northern Studies
Conference entitled “Kikisiwin: Remembering Stories and Histories”. Elder William Dumas chaired
the two day conference held at the Juniper Centre in Thompson in May 2008.
The Arts faculty as a whole gave approximately twenty-five papers, published 15 articles in a variety of
journals, and submitted a number of book proposals in 2007-2008.
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School of Business
The School of Business consists of nineteen full time faculty and staff and four part-time faculty
members offering the following certificates and diplomas, confirming northern Manitoba’s extensive
interest in community-based Business programs:
Administrative Assistant - Norway House and The Pas;
Basic Business Principles – Fox Lake
Business Administration - Cross Lake, Flin Flon, Swampy Cree Tribal Council, The Pas and
Thompson;
Computerized Business Applications – Thompson, Tataskweyak Cree Nation;
Computerized Business Skills – The Pas;
Community Economic Development – Thompson

Activities
One of the best ways that students learn is by active involvement in meaningful assignments. To this
end, Business faculty in The Pas, led by Administrative Assistant Instructor Michelle Ballantyne,
collaborated in planning and carrying out of a ‘Welcome Back Barbecue’ on campus. This involved all
Business students taking part as it was an assignment in their various courses, and included organizing
musical entertainment and operating a booth to sell snacks as a fundraiser for a future event or field trip.
Business faculty acted as role models throughout, as they worked alongside the students in carrying out
a very successful event.
Faculty members from The Pas, Michelle Ballantyne, Rhonda Fenner, Shawn Hnidy and Borys Kruk,
participated in Career-X, an initiative designed to provide northern Manitoba Grade Eight students with
an introduction to the University College of the North, and to offer an experience of post-secondary
education and potential careers after high school. In an active fun-filled day, the students, working in
teams, had the opportunity to learn about various aspects of operating a small business through the
planning, pricing, advertising and selling of snack foods. A prize was awarded to the team with the
highest sales.
The second year of the new Community Economic Development diploma program was offered in
Thompson. As the year proceeded, program content was monitored for potential revisions and further
development. This includes collaboration with CANDO, the Canadian Association for Native
Development Officers, regarding program accreditation.
It is important for northern and Aboriginal students to see their culture reflected in the courses they
study. Doing so increases the relevance of their education, and also raises the level of student retention
and success. Community Economic Development instructor Jacinta Wiebe invited elders into the
classroom as a support for students regarding their feelings of separation from their home community
which result from relocation to campus. Connecting with elders in the community where the campus is
located provides a new resource for students to contact. Since the elders also provided teachings, it was
also a way of incorporating Aboriginal knowledge into the curriculum. Other programs were also invited
to attend those sessions. Also supporting the development of appropriate curriculum, Business
Administration instructors Jason Grandy and Troy Paul each took part in professional development
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opportunities which would lead toward the incorporation of Aboriginal content into the curriculum: ‘A
New Journey: Connecting the Aboriginal and Credit Union Communities’, and ‘Seeing Ourselves in the
Mirror: Giving Life to Learning’, respectively.
Work practicum components in Business programs not only provide students with a credit toward
graduation, but often lead to employment after graduation. Computerized Business Applications
Instructor Andrea Robinson worked closely with employers throughout the work practicum process and
had an excellent record of success in this area.
Dual credit discussions and planning are underway at both the high school level and with other post
secondary institutions. This initiative will provide high school students with advance credits to attend
UCN. As well, UCN Business graduates will have more credit transferability if they decide to further
their studies elsewhere.
The Department of Business completed the development of its mission statement. It reads ‘Respecting
diversity and the environment, we provide accessible and relevant business education with academic
standards that promote life-long learning, employability and economic success.’
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Faculty of Education
The Faculty of Education consists of the Kenanow Bachelor of Education Program, Early Childhood
Education Diploma Program, Educational Assistant Certificate Program and the Applied Counseling
Certificate Program. During this year, the Kenanow Bachelor of Education Program was created, and
the Educational Assistant Certificate Program was redesigned.

Early Childhood Education
The Early Childhood Education Diploma program has been redesigned and has been certified in
principle by the Child Care Education Program Approval Committee. The program is currently offered
in Thompson, The Pas and in various communities on a contract basis.

Educational Assistant Certificate Program
The Educational Assistant Certificate Program has been redeveloped to ensure the program includes all
of the desired competencies, and the program was approved by UCN’s Learning Council and the
Council on Post Secondary Education. Implementation of this program will occur during the fall of
2008.

Kenanow Bachelor of Education Program
With a multi-year development process and extensive consultations, a Bachelor of Education program
was developed and approved by UCN’s Learning Council, Manitoba Education, Citizenship and Youth,
and Council on Post Secondary Education. The Kenanow Bachelor of Education Program will offer
After-Degree and Integrated Streams in Thompson and The Pas. Applicants were accepted into the first
class of the Kenanow Bachelor of Education Program at UCN. After the transfer to UCN of the access
mandate attached to BUNTEP, Bachelor of Education Program will then be available in other
communities.
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Applied Counseling Certificate Program
The Applied Counseling Certificate Program will provide individuals the competencies to provide
counseling services and deliver social service programs. This program is being considered for review
and further development to provide more of an Aboriginal focus.

Faculty of Education Activities
Early Childhood Education Diploma
The Thompson campus instructors developed a lab in their facility to provide an opportunity for applied
learning on a continuous basis.
The students and instructors created activities for children at the Back to School Event that was well
attended and enthusiastically received by families in The Pas.
Community-based programs with a focus on workplace competencies and incorporating Prior Learning
Assessment Recognition was established in Grand Rapids, Sapotaweyak and Thompson. A distance
delivery model was developed to make the program more accessible to communities in our region.

Educational Assistant Certificate Program
The Educational Assistant Program continued to be offered in communities. In collaboration with the
Manitoba First Nations Educational Resource Centre, this program was redeveloped to better meet the
needs of educational assistants especially those working in schools in Aboriginal communities.

Kenanow Bachelor of Education Program
The Kenanow Learning Model was applied to the learning and teaching in the Bachelor of Education
Program to provide a foundation for the program. Through conferences and meetings, partnerships with
UCN’s educational stakeholders including education authorities, school divisions, other post-secondary
institutions and Manitoba Education, Citizenship and Youth were forged to enable the development and
implementation of the Bachelor of Education program.
By August, 2008, faculty members for the Bachelor of Education were hired, and over ninety students
were granted admission to the first Bachelor of Education class at University College of the North.
The embedding of experiential and cultural learning activities has been planned for the courses in the
program. Land based experiences and participation in cultural camps along with the learning of a place
based approach to teaching methodology will make the Kenanow Bachelor of Education program unique
in Manitoba.
The Bachelor of Education Program in Thompson is thankful for the enthusiasm of Mystery Lake
School Division Board staff in developing a partnership for the benefit of both pre-service teachers and
Thompson area schools. Additional partnerships are being developed with Wapanohk Community
School. Similarly, the education authorities and school divisions have been receptive to providing
practicum sites for students attending The Pas campus. With respect to the School Improvement Pilot
Project, a faculty member has developed a mentoring program in collaboration with Opaskwayak Cree
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Nation completed a needs assessment at Fox Lake School, provided life skills training at project schools
and reviewed the research on teacher mentoring and career planning for students.

Research Activities
The School Improvement Pilot Project is attempting to measure the impact of enhancements to the levels
of support for participating students and staff on student achievement. Members of the Faculty of
Education are now partners in the School Improvement Pilot Project. This is a collaborative project
among Manitoba First Nations Education Resource Centre, Indian and Northern Affairs Canada,
Manitoba Education, Citizenship and Youth, local education authorities and UCN. An Education
faculty member has been responsible for the Teacher Mentoring and Student Pathways component of the
project.
A project to enhance student interest in science at the kindergarten to grade 12 levels was developed and
implemented last year in partnership with Kelsey School Division, Opaskwayak Education Authority,
University of Saskatchewan and Manitoba Education Research Network. This partnership for the
Science Ambassador Project was jointly undertaken by the Faculty of Health Studies and Faculty of
Education at UCN.
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Faculty of Health
The Faculty of Health consists of the Joint University of Manitoba / UCN Bachelor of Nursing Program,
Certificate in Mental Health for Licensed Practical Nurses, Dental Assisting Program, Health Care Aide
Program and the Kanácí Otinawáwasowin (Aboriginal Midwifery) Baccalaureate Program.

Bachelor of Nursing Program
Several awards were bestowed on participants within the Joint (University of Manitoba and UCN)
Bachelor of Nursing (BN Program). One of the graduating students, Chris Hersak, was awarded the
Gold Medal in Nursing as the most outstanding student in the Nursing Program at University of
Manitoba. Also, two of the BN instructors at Thompson Campus, Noreen Wallwin and Brenda
Dawyduk, were recognized for their outstanding commitment to the Nursing profession when they
received the Centennial Award from the Canadian Nursing Association.

Certificate in Mental Health for Licensed Practical Nurses
In response to the critical shortage of mental health care workers in the north, the northern regional
health authorities (RHAs) were beginning to use Licenses Practical Nurses (LPNs) in mental health care
facilities. In partnership with the RHAs, Mount Royal College (Calgary), Employment Manitoba, and
the College of Licensed Practical Nurses in Manitoba, a Certificate in Mental Health was developed for
delivery to LPNs, thereby ensuring that workers have the skills needed to safely and effectively provide
quality care.

Dental Assisting Program
In response to the need to improve dental care in northern and rural communities, the UCN Dental
Assisting Program was awarded, by the Manitoba Dental Association, permission to provide post-basic
scaling training to level II dental assistants in autumn of 2008. This post-basic training, coupled with the
successful site visit for accreditation of the program, marked the recognition that Dental Assisting
regularly receives as it continues to produce high quality graduates that are in demand throughout
Manitoba and eastern Saskatchewan.
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Health Care Aide Program
The Class of 2008 marked the largest number of graduates ever for the Health Care Aide Program. A
total of 47 students graduated with the Certificate in Health Care Aide as the program was delivered into
a record 8 communities during the 2007-2008 academic year. Equally important and innovative was the
negotiation of a dual-credit agreement with the Kelsey and Mystery Lake School Divisions. This
arrangement allows students to complete their secondary diploma with courses from the Health Care
Aide Program as electives and should they choose to do so, qualify for the Health Care Aide Certificate
by completing a five-week clinical practicum in July and August.

Kanácí Otinawáwasowin (Aboriginal Midwifery) Baccalaureate Program
Designed by midwives for midwives, the Kanácí Otinawáwasowin (Aboriginal Midwifery)
Baccalaureate (KOB) Program provides students with a high level of clinical experience, along with
rigorous theoretical education. The curriculum addresses midwifery from an Aboriginal perspective
while ensuring that all core midwifery competencies, as dictated by the College of Midwives of
Manitoba, are incorporated.
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Trades and Technology
The department consists of various trades and technology programs and is academically responsible for
programs offered in Thompson and The Pas Campuses, Regional Centres, and communities served by
contract training.

Trades Program Activities
UCN received a separate envelope of $500,000 from COPSE for capital investment in the trades and
apprenticeship programs. Equipment upgrades were done in all areas, particularly the Millwright and
Electrical Apprenticeship programs.

Basic Electrical
This program has two new instructors, Tim Williams and Bruce Kellington. They joined the department
from Tolko Manitoba, a major forestry industry in Northern Manitoba. They bring a wealth of
experience and are also former students of UCN (KCC). The students in the electrical program took
their work practicum in various sites including Tolko and HBM&S. The faculty is involved in
curriculum modification of this program with long time instructor Gordie Gale leading this task.

Commercial Cooking
Instructor Rob Gemmill attended the Winnipeg Culinary Salon presented by the Chefs Association of
Manitoba. The cooking program students entertained several groups/functions this year. These included
Aboriginal Arts Association from Winnipeg, President’s Christmas Party, Japanese Fusion Feast in
Thompson, Trappers Festival, Mardi Gras, Shriners, Golden Agers and the Manitoba Métis Federation.

Heavy Duty Mechanics
Instructor Gary Melko is actively involved in improving the curriculum for the Mathematics and the
Science components in this program. He is also involved in promoting the program in various
communities and schools.

Welding
Instructor Dean Custer taught welding at UCN for the Norman Consortium of School Divisions. Art
Chartrand attended the new curriculum information session on the Welding Apprentice Program.
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Apprenticeship Programs
The number of intakes for the Industrial Millwright program have increased to 14. This trend is
expected to continue. Electrical Apprenticeship Level 2 and Carpentry Apprenticeship Level 2 were
offered at Nelson House Regional Centre (ATEC).
Community-based trades program offerings included Carpentry/Woodworking in Cross Lake, Basic
Electrical in St.Theresa Point, Heavy Equipment Operator in The Pas, Carpenter and Welder Training
for MMF and dual-credit Carpentry, Welding and Heavy Duty Mechanics courses for the Norman
Consortium of School Divisions.

Technology Program Activities
Some of the highlights from the 2007-2008 Academic year are as follows:

Computer/Programmer Analyst
Instructors Rob Helstrom and Michael Terepa attended the Microsoft Server 2008 Operating System,
SQL and Visual Studio seminars in March 2008.

Chemical Engineering Technology
Chemical Engineering students participated in the industrial training at Vale Inco. Dr. Selvin Peter and
Alan Morrison attended the CIM-Regional Mineral Processing conference with students in Thompson in
October 2007.

Computer Systems Technology
Instructor Cam Menard attended the Comp Master course on Linux in December 2007. Improvements
have been implemented in the Linux course.

High School Programs
Power Mechanics
Jim Marion joined UCN to replace Miles Acorn. The enrolment has gone up for Level 1 of the program.
CDX software donated by the Technical Vocational Initiative is used in this program.

Other Activities of the Department
Dr. Kathryn McNaughton and Dr. Selvin Peter were part of the team in presenting the proposed
Bachelor of Science in Technology Management degree offering (in partnership with Winnipeg
Technical College) at the Tri-College Apprentice Forum in Winnipeg in June 2008.
Retention in all programs is high due to low student-instructor ratios. Graduates in the Technology area
have found high paying jobs in their field of study.
Engineering Year 1 for UCN in partnership with U of M is underway. Dr. Selvin Peter at UCN and
Randy Hermann of the Access Engineering Program at U of M are taking the lead.
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Trades and Technology fully participated in the Career X for 150 elementary school students from the
North. Faculty participation included Wade McDonald, John Erickson, Jim Marion, Tim Williams,
Gerry Polischuk, Arnold Paskaruk, Roland Misling, Rob Gemmill and Gary Melko.

Student Development
The University College of the North Student Development department officially opens in the fall of
2008. The new Dean began developing relationships with sponsors, education authorities, UCN
department staff and Regional Centres to familiarize them with plans in progress and to seek knowledge
and experience regarding their students and what approach they seek for their student success.
A student tracking system is under development whereby students that are in academic trouble, or begin
missing classes, or experience various difficulties such as financial, personal, academic, or adjustment
issues, will be contacted by the appropriate staff to help resolve the problem. Successful outcomes will
mean that no student will withdraw or leave without having the opportunity to receive assistance through
the help of UCN staff.
Long term plans and development include establishment of a base foundation for recruitment and
retention which are in the developmental stages and will involve student sponsors, education authorities
and high schools. Orientation/transition summer school programs in the Regional Centres as well as on
UCN campuses will provide an opportunity for personal and academic success.
The student development department will work in partnership with outside agencies and other UCN
departments. A successful graduate involves not only instructors but the overall UCN community.

General Studies Department
The General Studies Department offers preparatory programs to prepare students for entry into post
secondary programs, satisfy employment related goals or earn a regular or mature high school diploma.
The following preparatory programs were offered at the following locations:
Literacy: Split Lake
College Preparation: Split Lake and Thompson
Mature Regular High School Diploma: The Pas, Thompson, Split Lake and York Landing
Preparation for Health Careers: The Pas and Thompson
Preparation for Technology: Thompson
Students having the prerequisites for career courses may enroll in the General Studies Department and
take those career courses. Once the student obtains the prerequisites to enroll in the career program of
their choice, if applicable, those career courses can be transferred to the student’s selected career
program.
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Library
This year has been an extremely busy year for the UCN Libraries. Starting in August 2007 a new Dean
of Library and Instructional Services took office. The concentration of effort this year was on building
infrastructure and connections with the faculty and administration of the University College.

Professional Development
Two of our support staff at The Pas completed two courses each in the Library Technician program from
Red River College. The Librarian completed her Masters degree in Library Science. The Librarian and
Dean attended the Canadian Library Association annual Conference. The Dean attended the Manitoba
Public Library conference and presented a paper at the Polar Library Colloquy. All library staff
participated in several workshops in cooperation with the University of Manitoba library staff.

Regional Centres
We send materials from the libraries at The Pas and Thompson to our Regional Centres upon the request
of faculty or students. This year we filled 284 requests from the Regional Centres. Please note that
requests may have been for more than a single item.

Operations
The transition from the III library system to the SIRSI system was completed. The III server was
disconnected and recycled. The University of Manitoba Library agreed to share the SIRSI system and
provide maintenance for UCN. A computerized storage unit was purchased that allowed for the
indexing and storage of both CDs and DVDs. The records storage area was reviewed and over 300
boxes of material was shredded and removed.

Collection
The estate of Joan Townsend, Professor of Anthropology at the University of Manitoba donated
approximately 1500 titles to the UCN Libraries. This collection contained many of the core materials
needed in aboriginal studies.
The UCN faculty was very active this year in requesting material for the library. Trades and
Technology faculty had specifically requested the purchase of a special collection of Schoolcraft
materials. These instructional, reference, and support materials included 194 DVDs, and 180
Instructors’ manuals, students’ resource material and kits, to support the faculty in developing their
courses.
The UCN Libraries and Blackwell International worked together to build a way to purchase materials,
process those materials, and provide cataloging for them. This agreement with Blackwell has improved
the processing and cataloging time tremendously. Part of this process has been to have access to
Blackwell's Collection Manager. This is a database of millions of items that we can access to look at
reviews, table of contents, and even some full text of the items represented.
In addition, the Blackwell agreements provided a discount from the list price on major publishers, and
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had them covering the cost of shipping. This is a significant expense for libraries in remote locations.
Our collection in The Pas increased to a total of 47,000 items.
We experimented with several electronic databases. We provided 14 full text databases containing over
10,000 periodical titles, 15 different databases that provided indexing and abstracts, and 17 different
links from our web site to specialized resources. Seven of these databases or links were specifically
chosen to support the Aboriginal and Northern Studies program. One of the databases, 24/7, was not as
cost-effective as anticipated.
Public performance rights were acquired for a number of the AV materials purchased in support of the
film studies courses offered. Video streaming rights were acquired for a number of the health related
AV materials as well as the materials acquired for Trades and Technology.
Including the UCN library budget, other special funds such as the IUS book fund, and grants, over
$300,000.00 was spent on the purchase and access of library materials.

Activities
Regional Centres:
Working with the Library Committee an agreement to establish, develop, and maintain a joint UCN/
Public library was developed for Norway House. Due to circumstances beyond our control, that
agreement was not signed. However, in conjunction with the Norway House Regional Centre we still
have developed a library with limited materials available. The hope is that we will be able to expand
this effort and complete the agreement designed as a template for other Regional Centres of UCN.
Library staff members have visited several Regional Centres to provide training and workshops for both
students and faculty on resources available to them through the UCN Libraries. The response has shown
us that this will have to be a major effort in the future, requiring additional staff.

Instructional Resources:
In The Pas we purchased an Accucut machine. This machine is simple old technology. It has a template
of different letters and shapes of different sizes that allow the user to cut almost any material to those
shapes. The students have used them to make posters, displays, and headers for reports and public
announcements.
We also purchased a large format printer. This allows for photographs, posters, banners, maps, and
other large size printing projects up to 44" wide and 80' long. Most of the posters have been 2' by 3' in
size. The response has been tremendous with over $4,000 worth of supplies used to meet the
need. With the help of IT we have been able to help faculty and students design their materials, but the
demand clearly shows that a Media Technician is required to meet this need.
Kurzweil software was purchased and made available at different UCN sites. The Kurzweil software
assists students with learning disabilities by scanning the printed word and converting it to audio text.
Digital cameras and audio recorders were made available at both The Pas and Thompson campuses.
At The Pas a study hall was prepared that allowed students to study in a quieter environment, and new
furniture including couches, and a recliner/rocking chair was purchased.
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Academic Development
The Department of Academic Development successfully provided academic-related services to staff and
students during 2007-08 in alignment with UCN’s overall vision, mission and ends, and in concert with
the activities of the Academic Division as a whole.
Distance Education facilitators successfully provided services to students, faculty and staff that allowed
for growth in the number of Distance Education classes and classes utilizing learning technologies at
UCN. During 2007-08, Learning Technologies facilitation services were provided in a total of 84 class
sections in 35 different courses and in seven different locations, an increase from previous years. In
2007-08, communities participating in courses by distance, utilizing learning technologies, were The
Pas, Thompson, Norway House, Easterville, Nelson House, Pukatawagan and Winnipeg. Learning
technologies employed by faculty to teach UCN courses in 2007-08 were Videoconferencing (24
courses), Elluminate Live (seven courses) and Desire2Learn (four courses). A total of 22 faculty
members taught courses using learning technologies.

Two Learning Technologies Facilitators, one located at UCN Thompson Campus and one located at
UCN The Pas Campus, provided consistent Learning Technologies Facilitation services during daytime
and evening classes. Distance Education classes at Regional Centres were facilitated by on-site faculty
members or staff, as available. Facilitation of classes using learning technologies at Regional Centres
continues to be a challenge. Learning Technologies Facilitators also continued to be strong advocates
for the use of learning technologies, and provided faculty support and professional development
opportunities to faculty and staff regarding general use of learning technologies. Academic
Development continues to play a lead role in utilizing relevant educational technologies to develop and
deliver programming. The recruitment of a new Learning Technologies Specialist in the early part of
2008-09 will allow for the continuation of the development of a comprehensive Learning Technologies
strategy that includes teaching and learning innovations, as well as best practices for curriculum
development.
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Other significant achievements include:
The Director of Academic Development continued to oversee all UCN activities regarding
Red River College’s Certificate in Adult Education (CAE) and to provide tuition waivers for
UCN faculty and staff choosing to pursue courses within the CAE. The Director continues
to work with the Chair of Teacher Education at Red River College to develop a process of
reporting registrations and completions of UCN staff in CAE courses.
The Director of Academic Development continued to provide leadership and expertise with
respect to creation and renewal of academic programming and curriculum. A variety of
proposals were submitted by UCN to the Council on Post-Secondary Education (COPSE)
for approval and/or funding.
A review of the Program Review process was initiated by the Academic Specialist, and will
conclude during 2008-09 with the implementation of a revised Program Review process.
To explore the potential for UCN’s involvement in International Education opportunities,
the Director of Academic Development was appointed to a new International Education
Committee.
The number of credit transfers, inter-institutional articulations and UCN partners increased
in 2007-08.
In addition, Academic Development continued to offer its annual spring ‘mini-conference’ in learning
technologies for faculty and staff. The recruitment of the Academic Specialist and the upcoming
recruitment of the Learning Technologies Specialist will increase access, variety and frequency of
professional development opportunities available for UCN faculty and staff in 2008-09 and beyond.
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Enrolment Services
Assessment Services
Many adult learners come to post-secondary education without the formal qualifications for admission
although they have a wealth of lived experience which needs to be honored and respected. Skill
assessments are an excellent tool to assist adult learners in understanding their starting point on the road
to academic success and allows them to be placed at a point that provides for successful outcomes. It
helps students and their sponsors to make informed choices related to course selection. Assessments are
done in communities and on campus alike. Supportive and corrective materials along with guided
tutorials are given to applicants who would benefit from short term academic preparation in order to
meet admission requirements. Longer term support comes from the academic division through the
university college preparatory programs.
Essential Skills as an assessment tool continues to make significant headway into the world of
assessment. UCN has delivered Essential Skills training to address the gaps as determined by the
assessment process. The Essential Skills program is a pilot project and its delivery requires some
refinement.
PLAR in the area of Early Childhood Education (ECE) has been a high point in assessment this year.
The concept of group portfolio development was defined and implemented in Grand Rapids. Six
childcare practitioners successfully complete their portfolios and received credit for up to a year of the
ECE diploma. So much interest was generated from other communities that weekend workshops were
held in both The Pas and Thompson where potential PLAR applicants came to learn and earn credits
towards an ECE diploma.

Academic Advising
Academic advising continues to grow as advisors become more conversant with all it entails. Students
are beginning to use academic advising services more often.
It continues to be the practice that once students are in progress they are assigned a faculty advisor who
is responsible for all academic matters relating to the students’ progress. Deans assign their faculty to
act as faculty advisors. The expectations are outlined in the Faculty Handbook distributed from the
Academic Division offices.
Realistically, much of the academic advising for both new and returning students happens in the
summer when faculty members are on vacation. The result is that academic advisors are charged with
the responsibility to advise all students usually until the faculty advising procedure takes place well into
the first term.
Academic advising for university programs and courses is extremely complex and time-consuming.
Advisors provide students with an advising work sheet at the time of the advising session that is
completed by the advisor. Students then have written information to contemplate and discuss to ensure
they are making the correct choices for themselves. A copy of the advising work sheet is filed in the
student’s advising file.
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Community-Based Education
In the 2007-08 academic year, educational programs were delivered in Regional Centres located in
Churchill, Pimicikamak Cree Nation (Cross Lake), Chemawawin Cree Nation (Easterville), Flin Flon,
Nisichawayasihk Cree Nation (Nelson House), Norway House, Mathias Colomb First Nation
(Pukatawagan), Tataskweyak Cree Nation (Split Lake), St. Theresa Point First Nation, Misipawistik
Cree Nation (Grand Rapids), Bunibonibee Cree Nation (Oxford House) and Swan River. Additionally,
the Community-Based Services division delivered 43 contract training initiatives in communities
throughout northern Manitoba. There were a total of 544 students who accessed Community-Based
Regional Centre and contract training opportunities.

The University College of the North, via our Core Funded Rotating Initiative, also made available three
core funded training programs; a pre-employment Basic Electrical certificate program (St. Theresa
Point), an Early Childhood Education certificate program (Sapotaweyak Cree Nation) and an
Educational Assistant certificate program (Manitoba First Nations Education Resource Centre). The
Core Funded Rotating Initiative is an initiative designed to fulfill UCN’s mandate of delivering
affordable, accessible educational opportunities to residents of northern Manitoba in the communities in
which they reside. Without initiatives of this nature, northern residents would need to relocate to urban
campus settings or may not be able to access post-secondary education.
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UCN and the Government of Manitoba announced two new Regional Centre sites, Oxford House and
Grand Rapids, effective July 2007. During the 2007-08 academic year UCN delivered the first year of
the Bachelor of Arts degree program in Oxford House and the eBusiness Application Developers
certificate program in Grand Rapids. Graduates of these two programs have the opportunity to pursue
subsequent years of the Bachelor of Arts degree and eBusiness Application Developers diploma
program in campus based settings during the 2008-09 academic year. The communities have now
identified alternate post-secondary programs for the 2008-09 academic year.
The Community-Based Services division delivered several trades related programs including heavy
equipment operator, carpentry apprenticeship, electrical apprenticeship, carpentry/woodworking, heavy
duty mechanics, welding, basic electrical, truck driver and commercial cooking. Additionally, the CBS
division focused on providing training to meet emerging industry opportunities pertaining to
mining. The above noted heavy equipment operator and truck driver training programs as well as
exploration camp training, mining safety training, underground mining core training, mill operators
training, and mineral processing training were either delivered during the 2007-08 academic year or had
imminent start dates early in the 2008-09 academic year. The Community-Based Services division
continues to work collaboratively with the Northern Sector Council to address the gaps between industry
needs and workforce credentials.

Inter-Universities Services
In the 2007-08 academic year, IUS delivered university courses and/or programs in Nelson House,
Norway House, Oxford House, Pukatawagan, The Pas and Thompson. As a result, 344 students
registered for university credit courses with the home university breakdown as follows:
University College of the North - 191
University of Manitoba - 145
Brandon University - 7
University of Winnipeg - 1
Master of Public Administration
From September 2004 to December 2007, Inter-Universities Services administered the Master of Public
Administration program for University of Manitoba and University of Winnipeg in Norway House. The
partnership formed for this program was a new initiative for the North, and shows how goodwill
between partners and a sincere concern for educational needs in the North has resulted in graduating six
students from Norway House Cree Nation with a Master of Public Administration (MPA) degree from
the University of Manitoba in May 2008.

Community Needs Assessment
The Inter-Universities Advisory Committee (IUAC), which oversees the IUS program, recommended a
completion of a needs assessment of post- secondary education in Northern Manitoba. IUS hired a
coordinator for the community needs assessment to oversee this project. We have traveled to Churchill,
Flin Flon, Garden Hill, Norway House, The Pas and Thompson to ask various people to provide us with
their thoughts about what is needed where they live and to compile data on post secondary educational
needs. One area of focus includes suggestions and recommendations on the way we can better serve
northern communities. Currently this project is still in progress, with a completion date set for December
2008.
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Marketing
Dr. Fred Shore, IUAC Chair, Dr. Kathryn McNaughton, UCN Vice-President, Academic and Research,
Lavina Clarke, IUS Manager and John Henning, Coordinator for Community Needs Assessment have
been very busy traveling into communities north of the 53rd parallel and presenting to Chiefs and
Councillors, Education Directors, Grade 12 and Grade 4 students in each community. We have received
positive feedback from the community leaders and students and we make sure we have fun handouts,
promotional items, our names and contact information. This is ongoing for the next academic year.

Retreat
At the Inter-Universities Advisory Committee retreat held in Baker Narrows, Manitoba in June 2008, an
action plan was developed to clear the path for IUS to be folded into UCN from 2009 to 2013. This plan
will move IUS from where it currently is to where it wants or needs to go.

Archiving
We are in the process of archiving thirty-seven years or more of Inter-Universities North (now IUS)
material. In reviewing this material, it tells a story of the evolution of offering university courses and/or
programs in Northern Manitoba, it is very interesting!!
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UCN Graduate Survey
The 2005-2006 and 2006-2007 Graduate Satisfaction and Employment surveys were conducted during
the 2007-2008 academic year. We surveyed graduates of the University College of the North certificate,
diploma and degree programs.
The 2005-2006 survey showed that 75% of responding graduates are employed, with 47% obtaining
employment prior to graduation, and an additional 29% finding employment within the first three
months after graduation. Results also show that 80% of those employed are working in a field related to
the education they received at the University College of the North. A highlight of the 2005-2006 survey
is 87% of responding graduates are employed in northern Manitoba. We continue to show high levels of
satisfaction (ranging from 84-93%), with the three most valued areas of their educational experience
being the opportunity to obtain the knowledge and skills leading to a good job (93%), small classes
(84%), and the nurturing of intellectual growth in general (80%). The average annual salary of
respondents was $48,400.
The 2006-2007 survey showed that 69% of responding graduates are employed, with 84% working in a
field relating to their education. Results show that 47% of graduates were able to find employment prior
to graduation, with an additional 42% finding employment within the first three months after graduation.
We are also continuing to see a large number of graduates remaining in northern Manitoba to work
(82%). Five out of seven areas measured for satisfaction showed high levels of satisfaction ranging
from 92-96%. The average annual salary of responding graduates was $49,000.
The 2005-2006 and 2006-2007 Graduate Satisfaction and Employment surveys provide evidence that
graduates of the University College of the North continue to be successful in finding employment and
express high levels of satisfaction with UCN programming. We have increased response rates from
2004-2005 (19%) to 2005-2006 (37%) and 2006-2007 (35%) which may be due to the follow up phone
calls with non-respondents.
The University College of the North will continue to survey our graduates satisfaction and employment
levels as we move forward into the future, to ensure northern communities and people will have
opportunities, knowledge and skills to contribute to an economically, environmentally, and culturally
healthy society.

Representative Workforce
Aboriginal employees represent 45% of the workforce at University College of the North (UCN) as of
April 2007. UCN has 50 faculty members of Aboriginal descent, which represent 36% of all faculty;
and, 75 non-faculty members of Aboriginal descent, which represents 54% of all non-faculty within
UCN.
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UCN Governing Council Ends
Knowledgeable, Empowered People and Communities
This End is further interpreted to include, but not limited to:
1. An ecologically, culturally and environmentally knowledgeable citizenry.
2. Students develop their intellectual/spiritual abilities, wholistic well-being, and responsibility to self
and community.
2.1 UCN student life and learning fosters the development of health personal and community values.
2.2 Graduates have developed capacity for leadership.

Respect for Aboriginal Cultures and Identities and for Diversity
This End is further interpreted to include, but not limited to:
1. Aboriginal people are respected and have pride in their identity.
2. Bridges of understanding are built between western knowledge and Aboriginal traditional
knowledge.
3. The use of indigenous language as a cornerstone of culture is respected.
4. More Aboriginal scholars and professors.
5. Cultural and historical knowledge contributed by students and their communities are valued by the
University College.

Research Capacity Developed for the North
This End is further interpreted to include, but not limited to:
1. Research capacity about northern/Aboriginal and indigenous issues and aspirations.
2. Northern Manitoba region interacts with global communities.
2.1 National and international scholars will become associated with UCN.

An Educated Populace for Social and Economic Development of the North
This End is further interpreted to include, but not limited to:
1. Businesses and industries are a resource for education and training.
2. Strong linkages between employers and communities.
3. A skilled workforce.
3.1 Qualified employees available for mega projects.

4. Northerners have skills and capacities to stimulate and participate in economic development.
4.1 High graduation rate for UCN students.
4.2 Graduates are able to obtain meaningful employment
4.3 Northerners develop a capacity for leadership/socially responsible civics.

Accessible, Equitable, Affordable, and Relevant Further Education Where People Live
This End is further interpreted to include, but not limited to:
1. Northern and Aboriginal residents can obtain education relevant to Northern needs.
1.1 Professionals are northern-educated and inclusive in their approach.
1.2 Northern and Aboriginal youth have the option to remain in the North.
2. Communities are engaged in education and its development.
2.1 Communities see themselves as owner
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